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INTRODUCTION 
 
The CERT Communications Plan was developed with the assistance of the Los Angeles City Radio 
Officer and Los Angeles Fire Department Capt. Kevin Nida, using LAFD communication protocols to 
enable the LAFD Auxiliary Communications Service (ACS) and Community Emergency Response 
Team (CERT) volunteers with portable radio equipment to communicate directly with the LAFD and 
the City of Los Angeles.  This is designed to be robust and capable of handling multiple incidents in 
multiple Battalions simultaneously.  
 
This is an Emergency Communications Plan.  It is designed to be used when normal 
communications are unavailable or inconvenient.  If the cellular phone system is working and it is 
appropriate to do so, use your cell phones.  If the 911 system is working and you see an incident 
that requires emergency services, call 911 to report your incident.  When normal communications 
fail, the CERT Communications Plan provides an alternative communications path. 
 
We designed this plan to work in worst-case scenarios when normal commercial communications 
have failed and emergency services such as LAFD, LAPD and other City agencies are stretched thin 
and may not be locally available.  This Comm Plan will enable you and your CERT group to 
communicate with the LAFD at the local Originating Fire Station, Battalion Station, Division Station, 
and Department Levels, and if necessary, pass messages to and from other City of Los Angeles 
Departments at the Emergency Operations Center.  You will be the eyes and ears and 
communicators for your incidents, and your participation could be invaluable. 
 
The information we transmit through this Comm Plan will help the emergency managers understand 
the nature and scope of the emergency so they can plan their responses and allocate their 
resources as efficiently as possible.   
 
Portable radios work well and we should all learn how to use them, but remember – it’s the message 
that is important, not the method.  Be resourceful and flexible.   Use whatever communications 
method is available and works – it may be portable radios, or it may be kids on bicycles carrying 
notes.  Amateur Radio is becoming more and more common among volunteer emergency service 
workers and this LAFD-CERT Comm Plan is a good start towards helping all of us who volunteer for 
the LAFD communicate efficiently, effectively, and professionally. 
 

DISCLAIMER 
 
This Comm Plan Manual contains information that we believe represents the current best practice 
suggestions for volunteer emergency communications.  This material is not intended to be 
comprehensive or complete.  This information was written and compiled by ACS and CERT Amateur 
Radio Volunteers and is not an official publication of the Los Angeles Fire Department. 
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CERT Comm Plan (continued) 
 
The CERT Comm Plan is a Simplex Plan 
 
The CERT Comm Plan is a simplex plan and works without the use of repeaters.  Each LAFD 
Battalion and Division has a separate primary simplex frequency and recommended alternate 
frequency.  FRS radios in simplex mode are used at CERT tactical incidents. 
 
CERT Comm Plan Channels 
 
The CERT Amateur Radio channel frequencies are named by LAFD Battalion – Battalion 1 uses 
CERT Channel 1 as primary, Battalion 2 uses CERT Channel 2 as primary, Battalion 14 uses CERT 
Channel 14 as primary, and so on, for all 16 Battalions.  CERT Channels 19 and 20 are the primary 
alternate frequencies, and CERT 21, CERT 22, and CERT 23 are reserved for Battalion level 
communications to CERT Divisions 1, 2, and 3, respectively.   
 
Copies of the CERT Comm Plan and related materials are available at:   
 
www.cert-la.com/radio/commplan.htm 
 
All amateur frequencies are always available to any licensed operator and we have included only 
those frequencies that do not appear to be in routine use.  However, geography and time of day may 
make frequencies that are usually clear and usable in one location unusable in another.  Please 
monitor the primary and secondary frequencies chosen for your Battalions and let me know if they 
are not generally useable.   
 
CERT Amateur Radio Repeaters 
 
The LAFD does not have a Battalion 8 or Battalion 16 so CERT Channel 8 is used for the primary 
CERT repeater for the San Fernando Valley and Los Angeles, CERT 16 is the LA Basin and South 
repeater, and CERT 24 is the San Fernando Valley repeater.   
 
The CERT Comm Plan repeaters are private machines and we use them with permission of the 
owners.  Please don’t abuse their generosity.  If you need to use a CERT repeater for initial contacts 
or other brief purposes and the repeater is available, do so and then move immediately to an 
appropriate simplex channel.  Listen first and do NOT use a CERT repeater frequency if it is busy or 
in use by another organization.  Remember that the CERT Comm plan is a simplex plan and does 
not require the use or monitoring of the repeater frequencies.  If you transmit on a CERT repeater 
frequency, CERT members may, or may not, be listening and the repeaters may, or may not, be 
operating. 
 
FRS (Family Radio Service) Radios for Local Tactical Use 
 
The CERT Comm Plan specifies the use of FRS (Family Radio Service) radios for CERT incident 
tactical communications.  The use of FRS radios allows CERT members not yet FCC licensed to 
have very effective short range radio communications.  We have used FRS radios for training and at 
drills with very good results.  The FRS users just need to have a little training, their FRS radio 
controls set properly, and fresh batteries. 
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CERT Comm Plan (continued) 
 
Motorola FRS Channelization Convention 
 
The Federal Communication Commission specifies the FRS frequencies but not all FRS radio 
manufacturers use the same FRS channel and tone numbering conventions for their individually 
branded radios.  FRS Channel 3 on my radio may be FRS Channel 5 on yours, causing confusion.  
To eliminate channel confusion, the CERT Comm Plan specifies use of the Motorola FRS/GMRS 
channel and tone numbering convention and these frequencies are listed as part of the CERT 
Comm Plan.  For more information, see “Using FRS Radios and GMRS Radios in an Emergency” by 
Marty Woll N6VI, available at: 
 
www.cert-la.com/radio/commplan.htm 
 
Descriptive Tactical Callsigns 
 
Tactical callsigns are used to shorten transmissions and provide rapid identification of the 
responder.  Tactical callsigns may be assigned based on a communicator’s function or location 
during an emergency or drill (e.g., ‘Net Control’, ‘West Shelter’, ‘Mulholland Relay’, ‘Griffith Staging’, 
etc.).  Such situational tactical callsigns typically do not change when a new operator takes over the 
position -- the tactical callsign goes with the assignment, not with any specific operator.  Use 
descriptive tactical call signs for FRS radios.  If you are using an Amateur Radio frequency, identify 
yourself with your tactical callsign followed by your FCC callsign. 
 
The airwaves may be crowded and misinformation can be reduced by the use of descriptive tactical 
call signs.  Don’t just say “CERT Comms” -- be descriptive.  Use the name of your IC -- “Colfax 
Comms” if your Incident Command Post is in the Colfax area of North Hollywood.  If you’re the first 
Search team for Colfax IC, you’re “Colfax Search 1”, not simply “Search 1”.  Should there be another 
IC or search team within radio range, and there very well may be, the use of descriptive call signs 
will help eliminate confusion.  If you hear “Vineland IC calling Vineland Search”, and you’re “Colfax 
Search”, you know they’re not calling you.  If your tactical call sign is vague – Search 1, for instance, 
and Vineland IC is calling themselves CERT IC and trying to reach their ‘Search 1”, you could be 
receiving and responding to messages for their search team, not yours.  “CERT IC to Search 1, 
return to IC.”  Is that message for you or another Search 1?  There’s no way to know without taking 
additional time and making additional transmissions just to figure out who is calling whom.  Your 
CERT teams should choose tactical call signs that are unique, descriptive and specific to your team 
and its positions.  Agreeing on these ahead of time gets everyone in your group on the same page 
and avoids additional confusion when working in stressful situations.   
 
Good Radio Practices 
 
The Amateur airwaves in Southern California are crowded and in a widespread incident there may 
be very few Amateur FM voice frequencies on the most popular bands unused and available.  
Always follow good Amateur Radio practices and always use the minimum useable power level 
feasible to minimize interference with other operators.  Just because you don’t hear someone on 
frequency doesn’t mean there’s no one there -- you may not be able to hear them, but they may be 
able to hear you and you might be interfering with emergency traffic and not even know it. 
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LAFD CERT COMM PLAN STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES 
As of October 19th 2010 

 
1. Comm Plan -- Use the CERT Comm Plan for radio communications at CERT incidents.  
Every CERT communicator should have the most recent copy of the plan with their emergency 
radios.  I enclose my Comm Plans in clear plastic covers and carry them in a notebook in my 
Emergency radio ‘go’ bag.  Check the LAFD CERT web site occasionally to make sure you have the 
latest version of the CERT Comm Plan. 
 
Every CERT communicator starts with the same initial comm plan and standard operating 
procedures so we all know where to begin and what to do -- at least at first.  Licensed Amateurs 
should program the CERT Amateur Radio channels into their radios and know which frequencies to 
use at an incident in any area.  If the initial frequencies prove unworkable, use alternate frequencies 
per the plan.  If an incident evolves and requires more complex communications, use the Comm 
Plan as starting place and develop further, incident specific, operational plans as necessary.  The 
Incident CERT Comm Officer has the authority and should have the knowledge to make appropriate 
frequency selections and make sure all involved are aware of them.  Do whatever you need to do to 
get the messages through. 
 
2. Activation -- When activated, CERT Amateur Radio Operators are to proceed to CERT 
Staging or as directed by your call out instructions.  Take your communications equipment and 
manuals, spare batteries, your Comm Plan and your CERT equipment and supplies with you. 
 
3. CERT Comm Plan Channels -- Set your amateur radio to the CERT Channel assigned to 
the Battalion to which you are reporting.  Note that the CERT Channel numbers correspond to the 
LAFD Battalion numbers.  Cert Channel 1 is for Battalion 1, CERT 14 is for Battalion 14, etc.  There 
is no Battalion 8, Battalion 16, or Battalion 24 -- those channels are used for repeaters.  If the CERT 
frequency assigned to the active Battalion is in already in use by non CERT operators, switch to the 
Secondary Frequency assigned to the Battalion.   
 
4. Upon arrival -- Check in with the CERT Staging Officer and determine which FRS (Family 
Radio Service) frequency is being used by CERT members for the incident.  If unknown, the current 
practice is to use the following frequencies for initial FRS contact: 
 
 Divisions I and II -- FRS Channel 11 with no tone/privacy code 
 Division III currently -- FRS Channel 7 with the tone/privacy code setting of 88.5 
     Do not use FRS 7 in Topanga Canyon – it is already in use for emergency comms 
 
5. CERT Comms Officer -- If you are the first CERT Amateur Radio Operator on scene, you 
become the CERT Radio Communications officer for the Incident until relieved by a radio operator 
with more experience or a higher skill level.  Listen to the FRS channels and pick one that seems 
clear and available and let the CERT responders know which FRS channel to use.  Use the CERT 
Comm Plan to determine which Amateur Radio frequencies to use at your incident.  The CERT 
Radio Communication Officer is free to add and change FRS frequencies as necessary to maintain 
good communications at the incident.  Don’t forget to inform CERT members and all new arrivals of 
the frequencies in use. 
 
The CERT Radio Communications Officer is responsible for communications between the incident 
and the originating Fire Station and/or the Battalion Station.  Transmit the traffic from your Incident 
Commander directly to the Originating Fire Station and/or Battalion Station as appropriate.  Your  
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CERT Comm Plan SOPs (continued) 

 
Battalion Chief may want the Amateur Radio Operator assigned to the Battalion IC location.  In 
major incidents, an ACS Amateur Radio Operator will be assigned to receive your information at the 
Battalion and Division levels and will relay it up the chain of command as necessary.   
 
In general, the CERT Comms Officer should be at the CERT Incident Command Post.  Use your 
FRS radio to communicate with your CERT Teams and for all tactical communications at your 
incident.  Set up FRS relays if necessary.  Use your VHF amateur radio for Battalion wide 
communications.   
 
6. Privacy / Tone / CTCSS Tones -- In general, we recommend you do NOT use tone or 
privacy codes.  Privacy tones and codes do not give you exclusive access to a frequency – they only 
prevent you from hearing non tone/code conversations that may already be on that frequency.  
Privacy codes may be fine if you’re with your family at an amusement park and don’t want to hear all 
the unrelated chatter, but they’re NOT Ok if you’re using your FRS radio for emergency 
communications.  If you choose to use a privacy tone or code you may transmit at the same time as 
another user on the same frequency because you couldn’t hear them and didn’t know the frequency 
was already in use.  When that happens it’s called ‘doubling’ and neither of you will have a 
successful transmission.  You need to hear everything on the channel selected and know when the 
channel is clear and available to you.  If you use a privacy tone or code, realize that only other 
radios with the proper code turned on will activate your radio and you may miss important 
information from non coded radios.  Consider using no code at all so you can hear all the 
transmissions on the chosen frequency and know when it is clear for your use.   
 
‘Privacy’ codes do not give you any privacy.  Anyone with an FRS radio or scanner can and will hear 
your transmissions.   
 
7. CERT Comm Plan Battalion Channels -- The CERT Comm Plan Amateur Radio Channels 
are for communications from the incident to the LAFD Originating Fire Station and/or Battalion 
Station.  If the Primary CERT Battalion Channel is busy, switch to the Secondary Frequency per the 
Comm Plan.  If the Secondary Frequency is busy, select one of the alternate frequencies or a CERT 
Channel from a Battalion as geographically far away from you as possible – preferably on the other 
side of the hill, to minimize interference.  Make sure that all communicators know of any channel 
changes. 
 
8. CERT Comm Plan Division Channels -- The CERT Division Comm channel is for 
communication from the LAFD Battalion HQ or Battalion Chief to the Division HQ.  In major 
incidents, ACS members will be assigned to the Battalion and Division HQs.   
 
9. CERT Comm Plan Amateur Radio Channels -- CERT Comm Plan Amateur Radio 
channels are not to be used as incident tactical channels.  The greater range of Amateur 
transceivers and the large number of non-CERT users mean that there may not be enough Amateur 
Radio Service FM voice frequencies available on the most popular bands (2m and 70 cm) to make 
them useful as tactical channels in a regional emergency.  Use FRS radios for tactical 
communications. 
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CERT Comm Plan SOPs (continued) 
 
10. Think before you transmit --Think about what you need to communicate and decide how to 
say it clearly in the shortest message practical before you key your microphone.  Most messages 
can be distilled down to short, simple messages that accurately convey all the important information.  
Stop, think about what you need to say, and then think of a short, clear, concise way to say it.  Listen 
to the LAFD voice frequencies and learn how the professionals transmit emergency information. 
 
11. Hold your Radio Properly -- Hold your radio four or five inches from your mouth and speak 
across the radio – not directly into it.  Speak clearly, calmly, and slowly.  If you’re transmitting 
important information, don’t talk faster than your listener can write.   
 
12. Personal Information -- Never transmit personal information such as full names or phone 
numbers unless you have permission to do so from the individual involved.  It’s especially important 
not to transmit personal information of victims, and it’s against the law to do so.  “30 year old female, 
conscious and breathing” is good radio protocol.  “Mary Smith from 38th Street”, is not. 
 
13. Quick Keying – When using radios, wait 1 second after pressing the Push To Talk (PTT) 
switch on the microphone before speaking.  Wait one second after speaking before releasing the 
PTT switch. This extra time gives the receiving radios a chance to recognize and accept your 
transmission and will prevent your transmissions from being cut off. 
 
14. Emergency Traffic -- Regardless of its origin, Emergency Traffic always has priority.  If you 
have an emergency, let the other operators on the frequency know by stating “This is (your call sign) 
and I have emergency traffic”.  Good operating procedures require other operators to give you the 
use of the frequency until your emergency need for it has ended and you have cleared the 
frequency.  Be sure to thank the other operators for their courtesy. 
 
15. Channel Numbers – To prevent interference from jammers, never give out actual channel 
frequencies over the air.  Always use channel numbers. 
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CERT Comm Plan (continued) 
 

LAFD CERT Comm Plan Organization Chart. 
 
The CERT Comm Plan has an ACS-CERT Organization Chart that has been specifically developed 
per LAFD protocol for this plan.  Copies of this chart are available from the LAFD CERT web site 
www.cert-la.com/radio/commplan.htm.  Use the chart to trace the flow of information from the bottom 
level – the Incident Location Level, up through the volunteer communications chain as follows: 
 
 A From Incident Location CERT Comm Unit, to the 
 B Originating Fire Station ACS or CERT Comm Operator, to the 
 C Battalion Station ACS Comm Operator, to the 
 D Division Station ACS Comm Operator, to the 
 E ACS Operations Officer, City Radio Officer, and ACS Program Coordinator. 
 
And from there, the information would flow to the appropriate City Department and/or the City 
Emergency Operations Center.  Remember, this plan is designed to work when there are multiple 
incidents occurring in multiple battalions simultaneously.  Communications for every incident have a 
very clear path to follow.   
 
How does it work?  The CERT Amateur Operator at the Incident Command Location gathers 
information from CERT communicators in the field via FRS radio and other means, informs the 
CERT Incident Commander, and transmits information from the IC to an ACS or CERT Amateur 
Operator at the Originating Fire Station.  This keeps the local station informed and, in many 
situations, may be as far as the information needs to go.  Should the incident require a more 
extensive network, the Originating Fire Station Comm operator would transmit information to an ACS 
member at the Battalion Station, who would transmit information to an ACS member at the Division 
Station, and on up (and down) the chain of command as far as necessary.   
 
Why so many levels?  LAFD response to emergency events starts at the local level with the initial 
‘First In” or Originating Fire Station.  As the event is sized up and the nature and scope of the 
incident become clear, additional personnel and resources may be deployed, starting with the initial 
Station and other nearby stations.  Additional stations and/or Battalions will be called as necessary.  
It’s important to keep each step of the Organization Chart informed and in the communications loop 
to make sure the closest and most available resources are deployed in an efficient manner.  As the 
information rises higher in the system, each message will be handled by communications specialists 
with more experience and more training and a greater ability to direct your message exactly where it 
needs to go.   
 
Dispatch --The LAFD has a rigorous and sophisticated dispatching system.  It’s not our job as 
communicators to tell them what to do, or how to do it.  Our job is to act as eyes and ears for the 
LAFD and communicate what we know and what we need.   
 
This is a scalable plan. In a long term event, all levels of the CERT Communication Plan 
Organization Chart will be filled.  In smaller, shorter term events, only those levels necessary and 
appropriate will be filled.  In a short term local event, perhaps only the Incident and Fire Station 
levels will be occupied.   
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FURTHER EDUCATION 
 

Level 1/ Basic -- Introduction to Amateur Radio Emergency Communications Developed by 
the American Radio Relay League (ARRL) 

 
This is an excellent basic course to raise awareness and provide additional knowledge and tools 
for any emergency communications volunteer.  This course has 23 lesson units and is expected 
to take approximately 25 hours to complete over an 8-week period.  This course is available on 
line and has a fee. 

 
More information:  http://www.arrl.org/online-course-catalog 

FEMA IS-100.b - Introduction to Incident Command System, IS-100  

IS 100, Introduction to the Incident Command System, introduces the Incident Command System 
(ICS) and provides the foundation for higher level ICS training. This FEMA course describes the 
history, features and principles, and organizational structure of the Incident Command System. It 
also explains the relationship between ICS and the National Incident Management System (NIMS).  
This course is available on line and is free of charge. 

More information: http://training.fema.gov/EMIWeb/IS/is100b.asp 
 
FEMA IS-700.a - NIMS An Introduction.  

This FEMA course introduces and overviews the National Incident Management System 
(NIMS).  NIMS provides a consistent nationwide template to enable all government, private-
sector, and nongovernmental organizations to work together during domestic incidents.  This 
course is available on line and is free of charge. 

More information:  http://training.fema.gov/EMIWeb/IS/is700a.asp 
 
Additional Resources: 
 
The following resources are available from the LAFD CERT web site: 
 
www.cert-la.com/radio/commplan.htm 
 
ACS-CERT Comm Plan Organization Chart by WD6AIS 
CERT Comm Plan  
CERT Comm Plan Manual 
CERT Comm Plan Sizeup Instructions by K6JGZ 
FRS for CERT Tactical Communication by K6JGZ 
FRS-GMRS Frequencies Work Sheet by N6VI 
FRS-GMRS Radios – A Brief Lesson by KI6DGB 
How to get your FCC Amateur Radio Technician’s License by K6JGZ 
Introduction to the LAFD ACS by N6ZZK 
LAFD Station List 
LAFD Voice Frequencies 
LAFD Battalion Map 
Recommended Voice Communication Procedures 
Using FRS and GMRS by N6VI 
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Not all FRS radio manufacturers use the same channel number or sub-audible "privacy" 
tone selection numbers for their radios.  This can cause confusion and frustration.  In order 
to tune your FRS radio for use with others you must know which channel and tone on your 
radio corresponds to the official channels and tones listed below.  Use the following chart 
of frequencies and tones and the information that came with your radio to identify the 
proper channels and tones on your radio.  You may wish to print out a cheat sheet of 
correct channel numbers and tones and paste it to the back of your radio. 
 
The LAFD ACS-CERT Comm Plan conforms to the Motorola channel numbering convention.  
The following chart follows the Motorola convention and labels the first 7 channels for 
Family Radio Service (FRS) and General Mobile Radio Service (GMRS).  These channels 
share the same frequency and can be transmitted to and received from both FRS and 
GMRS radios.  The Motorola convention names Channels 8 through 14 as FRS only and 
Channels 15 through 22 for as GMRS only frequencies.   You or a member of your family 
must have an FCC GMRS License to use GMRS radios frequencies.   Since most CERT 
members will not have GMRS radios, use FRS Channels 1 through 14 for CERT Comm Plan 
tactical use. 
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Los Angeles Fire Department Radio Frequencies 
Downloaded from the LAFD web site September 12, 2010 

 
OPERATIONS CONTROL DIVISION 

 
Proudly serving the cities of Los Angeles and San Fernando 

 
These Voice Radio Frequencies are used by the LAFD for managing emergency operations within the City of 

Los Angeles.  
 
 

USE CHANNEL FREQUENCY CTCSS
Operations - LAFD Division 1 1 860.9375 85.4 

Operations - LAFD Division 2 2 859.9375 88.5 

Operations - LAFD Division 3 3 858.9375 91.5 

Control - EMS (South of Mulholland) 4 857.9375 94.8 

Administration - Fire Prevention - Support Services 5 856.9375 97.4 

Emergency Trigger 6 858.2375 131.8 

Control - Fire (South of Mulholland) 7 859.4375 192.8 

Control - Fire & EMS (North of Mulholland) 8 858.4375 103.5 

Control – Alternate [NOTE: Often used for Brush Fires] 9 857.2375 107.2 

Operations – EMS 10 856.2375 123.0 

Command 11 860.7625 127.3 

Tactical 12 860.4375 186.2 

Tactical 13 857.4375 141.3 

Tactical 14 856.4375 146.2 

Tactical 15 859.7625 151.4 

Tactical 16 858.7625 162.2 

Tactical 17 857.7625 167.9 

Tactical 18 856.7625 173.8 

Interagency Calling Channel 19 <ICALL> 866.0125  
Interagency Tactical Channel 20 <ITAC1> 866.5125  
Interagency Tactical Channel 21 <ITAC2> 867.0125  
Interagency Tactical Channel 22 <ITAC3> 867.5125  
Interagency Tactical Channel 23 <ITAC4> 868.0125  
Interagency Tactical Channel 24 <FIREMARS> 868.9875  
 


